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            Key Points

                	
                  Computer simulations of genetic polymorphisms complement analytical approaches for investigating complex evolutionary, epidemiological and ecological scenarios for both applied and theoretical purposes. Current uses include human evolutionary history, understanding the genetic bases of complex diseases, genetic epidemiology, conservation management, plant breeding and infection spread.

                
	
                  Dozens of software packages are now available. Some are highly flexible and widely applicable, whereas others address specific tasks, such as caseâ€“control studies or continuous populations on dynamic landscapes.

                
	
                  Some key features include the ability to: simulate thousands of markers over complex evolutionary histories; create realistic patterns of recombination; model, in detail, a species' life history and mating patterns; integrate selective forces on simple and complex traits; monitor perturbations such as bottlenecks and admixture; and simulate samples from museum specimens and ancient DNA.

                
	
                  We can divide the uses of simulators into probability-based prediction, making statistical inferences and validating new methods or statistics. Simulations fill various other roles: teaching of genetic concepts, planning of surveys for the collection of genetic samples and post hoc power analysis of data.

                
	
                  The steps to follow in implementing a simulation-based study are straightforward, but they do require key user decisions, such as choosing parameters, deciding run length, picking statistics to summarize the data and comparing models to each other or to real data.

                
	
                  A crucial step is deciding on an appropriate simulator and, as all simulators have weaknesses, the user must balance selective, demographic, genomic and historical complexity. We provide guidance on these aspects and explain the differences between forward and backward approaches.

                
	
                  In general, forward simulators can model life history (such as mating and age structure) and selection (including trait-based or sexual selection) in much more detail, whereas backward simulators are faster and do not require setting initial genetic conditions. A few simulators are currently used most frequently, but the wide range of options and capabilities that are available means that users can and should match a simulator to their study needs.

                
	
                  It is important to note that many users will find a simulation package that is 'ready to use' for their analysis, but some simulation projects will require programming skills to integrate the simulator into a bioinformatics pipeline. We also advise that users should carefully plan their simulations, keeping in mind potential limitations or model violations.

                
	
                  The future of simulators is certainly bright. Emerging areas of improvement include building increased ecological and landscape realism, connecting genetic simulators to other models, including infection spread or climate change, identifying appropriate and informative summary statistics, recreating biases from next-generation sequence data and increasing efficiency and accessibility.

                


              

Abstract
Computer simulations are excellent tools for understanding the evolutionary and genetic consequences of complex processes whose interactions cannot be analytically predicted. Simulations have traditionally been used in population genetics by a fairly small community with programming expertise, but the recent availability of dozens of sophisticated, customizable software packages for simulation now makes simulation an accessible option for researchers in many fields. The in silico genetic data produced by simulations, along with greater availability of population-genomics data, are transforming genetic epidemiology, anthropology, evolutionary and population genetics and conservation. In this Review of the state-of-the-art of simulation software, we identify applications of simulations, evaluate simulator capabilities, provide a guide for their use and summarize future directions.
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                    Figure 1: Overview of simulation studies.


Figure 2: Designing predictive, inferential and validation simulation studies.


Figure 3: Decision matrix for choosing a simulator.
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